Pediatric Standing System

ALL IN ONE PRODUCT!

Superstand
MULTI-POSITION STANDER….The Right Approach To Standing
Position Conversions

Prone
Upright
Supine

Conversions from Prone, Upright or
Supine are quick and easy. Each
Superstand includes a headrest, chin
rest and reversible foot system allowing
for tool- free position changes.

Fully Adjustable

Tray

Support pads, hardware, support
straps and chest harness are all
adjustable, supplying the best
standing position, support and
comfort in all configurations.

Height, depth and angle
adjustment allows for optimum
positioning of the upper
extremities. (Optional Item)

Foot System

2 Knee Systems

Height, width, depth, angle
and rotation adjustments
allow for best possible foot
placement. Entire system is
reversible for simple and
easy standing position
changes.

Mobile Base

4 easy rolling casters make the
Superstand easy to move and
place.

Adjusts for width, depth and height for
optimum positioning and comfort for
the lower extremities. (standard)
Optional: Size-Adjustable Kneepads
allow you to adjust for various knee
sizes and accommodate for braces.
Superstand pictured shows optional tray assembly.

Adjustability and Comfort
Tool-free adjustments allow easy changes to our body support pads, headrest, chinrest, footrest, knee supports, support straps, chest
harness and standing angle. Wide range of standing angle adjustment allows for ease of client positioning, adjustment and weig ht
loading. Soft padded positioning supports and cushioned straps, plus complete adjustability , properly position the client to m aximize
standing time and tolerance.

Growth
Superstand is engineered to grow with your standing needs. Superstand fits clients from 26" - 48" and Superstand Youth
fits clients from 40" - 60" allowing for maximum growth throughout each individual standing program, while maintaining the full
positioning capabilities of the Superstand. Multiple choices in pad mounting brackets allow for size and growth changes and
orthopedic positioning needs.

Features
Superstand Pediatric Multi-Position Stander gives you the right approach to standing - namely your approach. Superstand’s
standing range adjustment conveniently operates with a foot pedal allowing for the operators hands to be free. Full adjustabil ity
allows you to custom fit Superstand to each individual and give them the standing program they need. Growth, Adjustability,
Durability, Function, and Ease of Use make the Superstand the ideal stander for all your standing needs.
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